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Science has been and always will 
be international. We  depend on 
sharing our thoughts and results 
in order to be successful and also 

advance our field with an active inter-
national scientific  community. We are 
educating ourselves to operate on a field 
where working in an intercultural team 
is as self-evident and everyday thing as 
putting your pants on in the morning 
(hopefully). 

In addition to this, it is also part of the 
 basic social skills to be able to  interact and 
co-operate with  people from  different 
backgrounds and  different  nationalities. 
It is painfully often  proven that talking 
to s trangers is  difficult for people from 
nordic c ommunities... and don’t even get 
me started with the horrors of having to 
speak a foreign language! I suspect that 
most of the non-Finns reading this can 
verify that.  However, from personal ex-
perience I can assure you that sometimes 
just gritting your teeth, putting yourself 
on the line and opening your mouth in 
a party full of people from different cul-
tures can result in the most wonderful 
lifelong friendships.

The fourth edition of  Supernatantti 
has  traditionally been called the 
 International edition and it acted as a sort 

of a  survival guide for the  international 
MSc students of Histoni. This year we 
have made a few drastic changes in 
the contents of the fourth  edition as I 
 firmly believe that all of you are fully 
capable of typing “map of Oulu” in a 
search  engine and would rather  enjoy 
 hearing stories of the  different events 
and more or less drunken  shenanigans 
going on in the guild spiked with a good 
doze of student  humour. Therefore we 
now proudly  present you a  brand new 
 language-swapped  edition of Super-
natantti, the Autumn  edition, equally 
aimed at all members of  Histoni - Finns 
and  internationals alike. 

Johanna Puutio
Executive editor

mediavastaava@histoni.fi

Editorial
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Hello You, the one  reading 
this article. This section 
of our awesome guild 
 magazine, Supernatantti, is 

not the most read part of it. But thank 
you for tuning in! I’m going to keep my 
words short so you get to enjoy the rest 
of these journalistic fireworks as soon as 
possible. 

Truly, one can’t compare years with each 
other. This autumn, the challenge known 
as the Faculty of  Biochemistry and 
 Molecular Medicine, has and will  receive 
a lot of attention from the  students. As 
the board of Histoni, we will have to work 
towards keeping the  studies  enjoyable 
and our student  association viable. As 
for the regular students, your opinions 
are greatly welcomed and  appreciated. 
Strong  cooperation with the staff of the 
 Department of Biochemistry is crucial in 
ensuring that this change doesn’t cause 
any unnecessary and harmful challenges 
for the students.

But let’s turn our attention to more 
cheerful topics. This autumn term is 
full of great Histoni events, as  usual. 
One of the biggest events in our a utumn 
schedule is the annual Pre-Christmas 
party, which takes place on the 7th of 
 December. Please  remember that all 

staff and student members are  welcome 
to this event! If the Pre-Christmas  party 
sounds a bit too grand for you, or you 
cannot wait till  December – just check 
our Facebook page and website for more 
events. Come listen to some rock  music 
on our music evening on the 15th of 
 November, play board games or watch 
movies in our monthly events or join the 
weekly sports shift on Mondays. 
Please enjoy Histoni!

Krista Juurikka
The Head of the Board

puheenjohtaja@histoni.fi

Chairman’s word
Column by the head of the Histoni board
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Histoni in Exchange
As a relatively new science branch, bio-
chemistry has evolved quite differently than 
the other more traditional natural sciences. 
It has grown in a mold that has demanded 
extensive co-operation between different 
 faculties around the world. Progress is not 
bound to geographical locations in any 
way, but achievements are gained through 
international projects and relationships. 
 Considering this, it is quite  understandable 
that studies abroad are  taken into  account 
even if you haven’t chosen especially 
e xchange oriented curriculum. In the 
 research oriented curriculum like ours it 
is well  justified to get a broader aspect into 
the  reality of research work before your 
 Master’s thesis.

In this article we’ll discuss this matter in a 
more practical way from two different point 
of view: by interviewing a former exchange 
student and a summer trainee. First in turn 
is Meira Mankinen, a fifth year student 
from Kajaani:

Interviewer: Where and how long did your 
rotation last?

Meira Mankinen: I was in Vienna from 
 February to the beginning of July.

I: For starters what would you highlight 
as an important matter in going studying 
abroad?

MM: It was kind a personal challenge how 
I would cope in a foreign country by  myself 
and digest the culture mix that reigned 
among the exchange students abroad. From 
the  professional point of view I wanted to see 
 different aspects in the university life.   

I: What kind of research is being made in 
 Vienna? How were you involved in it through 
rough studying?

MM: I spent a lot of my time in the MFPL* 
(Max F. Perutz Laboratories). Most of the 
courses were held there and some of the staff 
introduced me to their research work by 
 associating their work subject with the  lecture 
themes. The group leaders were very open 
minded about introducing  MSc  students in 
their work. 

The time reserved for the lab work in Mas-
ter’s thesis varies from ten to twelve months 
in Vienna. The time period dedicated for 
the actual writing process ranges from three 
to four months. The amount of time used in 
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their thesis might be why the group leaders 
are so eager to recruit thesis -making MScs 
for their projects. In addition to this, you 
can even choose your own thesis subject.

I: Briefly, which were the stages from  applying 
for an exchange position until the actual 
signing up for the courses?

MM: In Oulu I contacted Jari Heikkinen 
and together we looked up the deadline date 
for applying the exchange student positions 
especially in Vienna. After this we sent the 
application there. Only after the  confirmation 
of the approval of my application I started to 
search for an apartment in Vienna via ÖaD 
(The local ”PSOAS”). Another important 
thing was to do the preonline registration 
provided on the university’s homepage. From 
there I got the student username for future 
use like the UNIVIS-system, which is a lot 
like our Weboodi-system.

There are many supportive grants and 
 allowances for exchange students. For 
 example the faculty of Biochemistry grants 
money for travelling and Kela for  living 
 expenses in the form of elevated  student and 
housing allowances.  The most  important 
 financial support comes in the form of 

 ERASMUS (European Region  Action 
Scheme for the Mobility of University Stu-
dents) grants which are admitted to study 
periods longer than three months.

MM: The three-week intensive German 
course started one month before the  actual 
 semester and at the same time started the 
ESN (ERASMUS Student Network)  activities. 
ESN was a very important way of connecting 
with people and also acted as a safety net for 
those who needed extra orientation on their 
studies.
In the first week the orientation provided by 
the international office was held where I got 
the student number, -card and  orientation 
material like bus schedules, city guides and 
other vital information. This helped me a 
lot in the beginning. In the end of the first 
week was the first official ESN Uni Wien 
 familiarization in which the first friend 
groups formed.

In Austria there is a country specific 
 bureaucracy where you must sign up in the 
register office if you stay in Austria longer 
than four months.  

 MM: There are a lot of serious potential here 
in Vienna to boost your career. For instance 

t
Vienna: 
The Max 
F.  Perutz 
 Laboratories.

u
Vienna: 

Meira  
Mankinen 

 enjoying the  
city view on 
Kahlenberg 

hill.
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IMBA (Institute of Molecular Biotechnology) 
is an elite unit even in the European scale.  

I: Did you visit places outside Vienna? 

MM: In free time we travelled a lot! Everyday 
life is quite inexpensive in Central Europe so 
travelling during your stay here is extremely 
favorable. It’s also a fine way to know your 
newly met friends by even visiting their home 
region. 

I: Did you encounter any odd cultural 
 differences in the university during your stay? 

MM: In Vienna there was an interesting 
habit of knocking knuckles against the table 
when the lecturer was finished for gratitude 
and as a sign for lecture has ended.

The other option to broaden your view 
onto the research field would be  attending 
for  different research programs. These 
 programs search for students capable of 
relatively  independent research work. 
Here we ask Niina Laurila for her ex-
periences in the DKFZ (Deutsches 
 Krebsforschungszentrum, in Eng. German 
Cancer Research Center).

Interviewer: Okay, where did you stay and 
how long did your apprenticeship last?

Niina Laurila: I was at the DKFZ in Heidel-
berg, Germany, for August and September.

I: What kind of research did you do on your 
two months period?

NL: My research group worked on vascu-
lar signal transduction from  oncological 
aspect. More in detail, we investigated the 
role of Notch signaling in angiogenesis and 
cancer metastasis. In practice I worked on a 
mouse model, methods including for  example 
 histochemical and fluorescent  stainings 
and  imaging of tissue preparates, as well 
as  isolation of endothelial cells from mouse 
brain microvessels.

I: How did you find this place and how would 
you describe the process that took place while 
applying the positition?

NL: One day I saw an email from  Histoni’s 
list about the possibility to apply for the 
DKFZ summer internship program for 
 master students. After the first round of 
 selections based on internet applications, we 
could choose three favourites from a list of 

t
Vienna: 
The  entrance 
of the  Vienna 
 University 
   main 
 building.

u
Heidelberg: 
The DKFZ

building.
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 research  projects. Then the supervisors picked 
the most fitting candidates for their research 
group. I heard that overall about 100 people 
apply every year.
In our case, there were eight MSc students 
that got chosen into trainee position. With 
the same group of interns we also hung out 
together in the free time and visited sur-
rounding cities like Strasbourg. 

I: Were there any difficulties regarding the 
program? 

NL: The other thing that went differently was 
that I spent only two months there so I wasn’t 
entitled to the ERASMUS grant due the 
 minimum three-month guideline.  Luckily, 
the DKFZ provided cost-free housing and 
travel expenses for the summer interns.

The German Cancer Research Center also 
offers a Master’s degree program in cancer 
biology, the general investment being in 
PhD programs. The DKFZ provides also 100 
apprenticeships yearly thus  making it one 
of the largest vocational training  providers 
in the region. The opportunities to get 
 familiar with different research methods via 
 different  research fields like cell and  tumor 
biology, infections and cancer, cancer risk 

factors and prevention, radiooncology and 
translational cancer research are great.

The DKFZ also cooperates with the Hei-
delberg University forming NCT (National 
Center for Tumor Diseases Heidelberg). 
This collaboration has a clinical  character 
because of its diagnostic purpose. This could 
be an interesting choice for some students 
as well as the Heidelberg University which 
also has widely recognized life  sciences re-
search. There are also many other famous 
 research institutes located in Heidelberg. 
These i nclude EMBL (European Molecular 
 Biology Laboratory), which is dedicated to 
life sciences with an organization of 1500 
researchers.

The DKFZ is especially proud for its 
 Nobel prize winner, Harald zur  Hausen. 
He discovered that human papilloma 
 viruses (HPV) cause cervical cancer and 
was  recognized with the Nobel prize in 
 Physiology or Medicine in 2008.  

We hope that this compact info package has 
helped you in deciding or even just imagin-
ing yourself as an exchange student. 

A-P.T.

u
Heidelberg:

The Karl- Theodor 
-bridge offers a 

beautiful riverside 
view of the city.
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01:50 Creepy, bloodshot eyes from a Teemu 
 Selanne –movie poster stare at me. Come the 
end of the trip, I imagine most everyone in the 
bus will look like that. An atlaslainen lends us 
some tape and now Teemu is staring out the 
window.

02:00 Our window is missing blinds, but 
 Guardian-Teemu shall protect us from the sun 
come dawn. EXCULLEEEEE!

02:46 Holy shit it’s like an oven in this bus! And 
of course I didn’t bring a water bottle, great.

04:49 Must…drink…beer…to quench this 
goddamn thirst!

06:40 Pit stop @ Vaasa’s ABC. Going to the  toilet 
only yields immense amounts of testicular and 
ass-crackular sweat while wiping.

09:47 Arrival at Olkiluoto’s nuclear power 
plant. By the sounds of it, there might actually 
be some work here for the geography students. 
 Personally, I’d rather just stay in the bus and 
sleep X_X

11:26 After getting some corporate coffee, we 
spend the next hour or so listening to lectures 
about the power plant and the planning going 
into it. Surprisingly, it’s not that boring, though 
some take this opportunity to catch some shut-
eye now that we’re out of the god-forsaken bus.

12:22 After getting a nice meal (salmon, 
steamed vegetables and shit) we get a tour in 
the contemporary waste containment, located 
underground. Pretty cool stuff.
“Hey babe, you wanna handle my veined 
gneiss?”

p An eager radioactively labelled  Histoni 
testing Onkalo’s spent nuclear fuel repository 
anti-corrosion copper container.

q Histoni’s very own power  potion 
 “Histonoli”, ready for making the  bioscientists 
at TYK and Biotica swoon in astonishment (or 
pass out of drunkness).

Excursion to Turku
A shitty trip but it got made! Didn’t make it to the excursion? Don’t actually want to 
know more but are holding this magazine already? Check out this more-detailed-
than-necessary description of  the excursion to Turku organized in collaboration with 
Atlas. The editorial staff of Supernatantti makes sure you didn’t really miss a minute!
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13:58 Tour is finally over and time to crack 
open the first beer in the bus! I see someone 
drinking Gambina, and begin to reflect on 
my inner self. Why did I not bring Gambina? 
WHYYYYYYYYYY!!!!!!??!?!?!?11

15:38 Re-shopping done, and atmosphere in 
the bus is rising with consumed alcohol. The 
excu-DVD provided by some atlas-person is es-
pecially “paha”.

16:35 “Come tickle tickle my vagina!” Finally 
arrival at the Uusi-S, home of our stay in Turku.

17:00 A conveniently placed Siwa ensures 
 nobody runs out of drinks tonight. Some 
 dancing but most people seem to be waiting for 
the sauna.

17:55 Shy-girls’ sauna-time and I’ve got pizza in 
the oven and beer & wine on hand, life is good 
sometimes. Everybody is super-hyper, prolly 
due to lack of sleep & alcohol. Though the latter 
definitely isn’t lacking.

19:30 Sauna done with, people playing card 
games lol!?!? moar wine & hopefully some 
paah-tay soon :P

19:42 DANCE!!

19:55 FINLANDSVENSKAN KVINNAN 

BILJETTÄR PÅ DANSEBÅRDET!

21:15 Det köpaste jäggen från fuxen Lauren! 
Unohtu soittaa Pome & Maija paikalle. Eiku 
vittu, oliko ne nyt Turussa vai Tampereella? No 
anyways, now we dansa på framsida olliet (hop-
pas).

21:58 Henu suck ass not bile in back room. 
 Carly Rae inc. prepare yourself first shit Shakira.

22:20 Off to Turku bar. This can only end well. 
oh shit…

23:25 Didn’t go to bar after all, made it back 
from wanders. Shit sucks no fuck.

??:?? People back from bar being loud as fuck, 
some assholes try to go to the sauna even 
though peops are sleeping there. Note to self: 
bring a camping mattress next time, the floor is 
kinda hard x_x

7:32 Official wake up, why so early shitfeces? 
feelsbadman, no sleep at all.

8:49 A trip to Siwa and feels rising a bit. “Tulkaa 
tanssimaan…Sandstorm! Jee!” Oona is missing.

8:57 Oona found. ”Kanna minut keittiöön 
Akke-mies, kenties!” 

u
Totally 

rocking the 
 helmets at 

the  Olkiluoto 
power plant 

on our 
way to the 
 temporary 

waste 
 deposition 

containers. 
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9:35 Time to leave Uusi-S. Thou shall not be 
missed, shitty-ass place.

10:00 Arrival @ Arcanum (there better be 
 wizards here). The coffee of the yet-to-be-
opened cafeteria beckons me.

10:44 Tuomo’s drinking buddy from student 
times gave a presentation about Turku’s bio-
chemistry program. Funny how they have 
 majority of the labs in the MSc rather than BSc.

11:21 Badass leopard-camo custom safety 
glasses located in a teaching lab. WTF!

11:49 Coma @ TYK-kiltis. Coffeeh yeah, spon-
taneous histone aggregation on the couch. The 
legend tells, some turkulainen shat in histoni’s 
coffee-maker many years back on an excursion 
to Oulu.

12:00 Staring at the white wall in the corridor 
outside TYK-kiltis. Not sure if tired or morkkis. 
“Tippa dai, tippa dai, tappa dai. Tipadapidallaa 
dapidapi-jotain jotain”

12:51 Lunch at Biocity. Surprisingly good. The 
cacti were new. Pineapples are actually just ber-
ries grown together. Also something something 
bananas. Talk about meatballs.

13:09 Toilets in Turku suck! Also why are there 
no coat-hangy-thingy-places!

13:53 Bioticas kiltis (kafferummet). Det är 
 mycket hemligt och jättebra det är ju. Dom 
också ny har en bottel av Histonoli som vi också 
gave till TYK. Det är Gambina. Vi är generous.

14:00 Åbo Akademis proffan gave en lekturen 
om biokemis studieprogrammet. Det beror i 
departmentet av bioskienkes, inte its egen de-
partment.

15:13 Uno hörpände av öluen och känniden :D 
”Tuuli soittaa mulle pullolla sävelen” 

15:55 ”Pilu ja pulu ne yhteen soppii, tungetaan 
lintua vitun soppiin.” 

16:13 Couple of students from Biotica take us 
to Bremer bar & kitchen, a homely place which 
reminds me a bit of Kaarlenholvi in Oulu. 
 Ordered Krusovice & hot wings. Time to rise 
again! Wonder if they have penguin’s tongue on 
the menu?

16:47 Riveting conversation about PMS aka 
menkat. A histolady reveals it all! Read the 
 special Suppi xXx edition for more! Also piss.

18:40 Sitsit with Biotica about to begin. Sooooo 
nervous, let’s see how the cultures clash :D

19:09 Första snapsen var inte vatten. WTF!

20:12 Första tauko Jättebra sits, så elegant, så 

t
Sponaneous  histone 
 aggregation or 
 “lähmyläjä” on the floor 
of our new stronghold at 
 Uusi S. If it smells like us 
it’s ours. Wouldn’t want to 
be Henu though.
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sjungare, så drunkande.

20:22 Biotica intervjuar tre histoner, och jag har 
den honor! Jätteroligare bättre folk!

21:02 Bästa sitser! Om du inte vet ord, den 
bara sjunga! ”Svenska sjunger, sommar simmar, 
 homosexuel”
”Vittu! Te osatte laula! Mä en olisit uskonut että 
te olitte niin hyvä!” -Oskar
En spontan Sommaren är kort.

21:24 Grupphugget med Henu. Också Linus 
har Dirlandaa-tåget och Pompande Filis.
”Hälften vågad, hälften vunnet! Tyvärr var inte 
sångrösten lika bra” –Oskar

22:31 Good way into Oulu by now… best sitsit 
ever, thanks a lot Biotica!

Oh yeah, and…
Somebody got beaten up (just a bit) the first 
night, tensions were high between the guilds, a 
bunch of people were complete dickwads trying 
to purposefully wake others up and/or go to sau-
na regardless of people sleeping there, one hero 
ran face first into Biocity’s glass doors and went 
into the hospital, two members of the board had 
to stay behind in Turku because of that and the 
bus driver went berserk and roughed up some 
of the students getting into the bus and drove 
like a madman for the rest of the trip.

All in all pretty nice :D
-VH

p Listening to a presentation about the 
biochemistry department of TYK given by 
the  Turku!Tuomo. The student labs here look 
pretty much like ours in Oulu.

p Chillin’ at the Biotica “kafferummet”.

t
The  local  battle 
 uniforms of 
Biotica; A lab 
coat with a 
fresh touch of 
H2SO4 for that 
healthy breeze 
on the crotch 
and the dark 
green overalls.
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Your pharmacist ’s column
I haven't written anything in English 
since 1999 and was asked to write this 
column in English! I can bet you that 
this will be an effort and almost beyond 
my limit. Perhaps a monkey would have 
been a better choice for this column.

In Finland, most pharmacies use the 
green cross as part of their logo. Some-
where in this magazine you will find 
such a green cross and an ad by Kastel-
lin apteekki. 

Our country has a very extensive 
 education program for pharmacists 
and strict requirements concerning 
 pharmacy staff. Our pharmacy is a 
very typical Finnish one and currently 
 employs seven persons with a three-year 
Bachelor’s degree in Pharmacy. They 
have the licence to deal with any kind 
of pharmaceuticals, both OTC (over 
the counter) medicines and  prescripted 
medicines. We also have 4 technical 
 assistants with a lower degree, who deal 
with logistics, invoicing and other tasks. 

I, who run the business, got my  education 
in the University of Helsinki and have 
a six-year Master of Science degree in 
Pharmacy. After graduation I worked 
for about 20 years in a  pharmaceutical 
company and a few years thereafter in 
a  community pharmacy. Then I was 
 qualified enough to apply for the licence 
of a vacant pharmacy. A person who 
wants to run a community pharmacy in 
Finland requires a  licence, granted by 

Fimea - the Finnish  Medicines  Agency. 
When a pharmacy licence  expires, Fimea 
announces that it can be applied for, and 
grants the licence to the most  qualified 
applicant. The pharmacy licence is 
 terminated when the holder reaches 
68 years, after which Fimea chooses 
the next owner of the  vacant pharmacy 
and the actual owner has to sell her/his 
 business to that person. So, although 
you own your business, the pharmacy 
licence may not be sold to or leased out 
to your children, spouse or sister in law.

The pharmacy owner has both 
 professional and financial  responsibilities 
of the pharmacy. One of the most 
 important duties is to ensure a good 
availability of medicines. According to 
the Finnish law, prices of medicines are 
the same in all community  pharmacies 
and no discounts on medicines are 
 permitted. If you get a prescription from 
a doctor, you can get some discounts 
showing your Kela (Social Insurance 
 Institution) –card. The discounts are 
the same for everybody with the same 
 medicine and diagnosis.

Our pharmacy is situated in the 
 neighbourhood of the University 
 hospital. I hope you will stay in  good 
condition, so you don't need to go to the 
hospital, but if... when you get  better, 
our pharmacy is waiting for you and 
your prescriptions from the doctor. You 
will find us there every day. Yes, really! 
On sundays and New Year's day, too.
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We also have a large assortment of other 
products. You might be in need of tooth-
paste, an electrical toothbrush, band-
aid, cosmetics, ear plugs or  perhaps 
 vitamines... Since these are not medi-
cines, we are allowed to specify these 
prices ourselves on bases of the retail 
prices. That means that telling us that 
you are a student (by presenting us your 
valid student card) you will get a 10% 

discount on these kind of products!

We’re looking forward to seeing you in 
our pharmacy! And yes, my staff speaks 
better English than I do.

Christel Monni-Raasakka
Kastellin apteekki
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2013Histoni 

Freshmen 
Questions: 
1. What is your name?
2. Where are you from?
3. What is your favourite molecule and why?
4. What are your best and worst qualities?
5. What does the Penix bird mean to you 
personally?

1. Hello, my name is Mikko Hukkanen.
2. I´m from Suomussalmi (close to Russian 
border). 
3. My favorite molecule is dihydrogen 
 monoxide, because I like to drink it and we 
can´t escape it. 
4. Mye best qualities are that I´m... I don´t 
know, and my worst quality is that I don´t 
really know what to write right now... 
 Maybe my inspiration will blow mine and 
others´ mind apart one day. 
5. The Penix bird to me personally is a 
 mysterious creature, maybe an alien  escaped 
from a secret underground basement, or 
somebody has mutated his/ her parrot... 
And if you don´t see me anymore (some of 
you haven´t seen me at all), somebody kid-
napped me because I know too much...
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2013
1. My name is Jani Creepy (Riipi)
2. From the shamanic depths of Lapland. 
I was born when the first northern lights 
touched the earths ionosphere.
3. Desomorphine, 'cos presciption free 
 codeine with desperation and lacking 
knowledge of chemistry can really show 
how dark things can go.
4. Best thing is my motivation on subjects 
I'm interested in and it's also a bad thing 
'cos I can lose my motivation as quickly as 
it comes.
5. Penix bird reminds me of Felix-bird and 
the rapper who invented Felix. Otherwise 
Penix reminds me how you can always rise 
up and get hard...on...working.

1. Anne Niskakangas
2. Oulu
3. Penguinone. Because penguines are cute. 
4. I am very efficient, but only five minutes 
before the deadline.
5. This question makes me feel like Jackie 
Chan in that meme picture.
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1. I’m Emmi Kapiainen, a 19-year-old (or 
young) girl.
2. I’m originally from Muhos, which is  Oulu’s 
eastern neighbor. At the moment I live with 
a roommate almost at the  university’s back 
yard, but at weekends I visit Muhos in order 
to see our adorable dog Muru (means both 
crumb and sweetie).
3. My favorite molecule is glycylglycine, just 
for the sake of the name.
4. I like spending time at home:  cooking, 
reading, knitting – which you, by the 
way, probably will see me doing a lot in 
 university’s endless corridors. Because 
of that, I usually do things in time, I am 
 everywhere in time and I don’t hang out at 
parties every night. But I still tend to stress 
too much of all kinds of things.
5. The bird Penix – well, it doesn’t evoke 
any mental images (though Penix is a 
 surname), but phoenix always reminds me 
of  Dumbledore (what do you mean I’m not 
a Harry Potter fan). And let’s not even start 
to talk about pHoenix J.

1. I´m Antti, nice to meet you.
2. I´m from Oulu.
3. My favourite molecule is CH3CH2OH.
4. I´m good at forgetting important stuff 
and remembering things like rabbits eat 
their own poo. I´m also very tall compared 
to a staircase step.
5. Penix bird rose from the ashes of it´s 
 father with more wood than ever.
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1. My name is Lauri Rannaste and I’m 22. 
I’m a first year student and this is second 
time when I’m a first year student because I 
studied organic chemistry over two years at 
the University of Eastern Finland. 
2. I’m from Joutsa which is in Midde 
 Finland. The reason why I applied transfer 
to the University of Oulu was my will to 
study biochemistry as main subject. Luckily 
I was accepted.
3. I think my best qualities are  helpfulness 
and kindness. My worst qualities are 
 hastiness and stubbornness. There are many 
 other good and bad qualities but those are 
my best and worst qualities.
4. My favourite molecule is 8-methyl-N- 
vanillyl-trans-6-nonenamide alias  capsaicin 
(which is found in chili), because it makes 
me feel purified. I enjoy eating spicy foods 
and I often use hot spices to spice my meals. 
Good chili burns twice.
5. The Penix bird doesn’t mean anything to 
me personally. It sounds like a Pokėmon 
from one of those newest Pokėmon 
 generations (Pokėmon generation I for the 
win, always). Or maybe it’s that bird which 
brings morning boners for men. 

1. Ville Puurula.
2. Kokkola, Finland.
3. H2O, because you cant live without it, 
snow and ice are badass and I just like my 
water.
4. Best: I am organized.
    Worst: I am stubborn.
5. He is my source of inspiration and 
 tenacity.
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1. Anna Kemppi
2. Originally from Kouvola, the city which 
looks like a Tsernobyl. Been living also in 
Kuusamo and Rovaniemi for couple years.
3. My favorite molecule is the water 
 molecule because I like snow. That's why I 
moved from south to north.
4. Sometimes I'm a bit lazy person.  Maybe 
that is a bad quality? One of my best  qualities 
is that I laugh a lot. 
I'm the worse with assignments like these. 
I cannot give compliments of my self! Let's 
say that is also my bad quality.
5. Penix bird? Nevö heard susta. Let's say 
it's a bird with a huge beak. No special 
 meanings to me.

1. Ari Pekka Niva.
2. Rovaniemi.
3. Water. I like drinking water.
4. Best qualities would be ability to work 
with different people and switch gears from 
serious to easygoing . My worst qualities are 
probably short temper and being somewhat 
unsocial.
5. Nothing yet. It's a bird.
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1. Maarit
2. Originally from Sieppijärvi, Lapland.
3. Water, I like the classics.
4. I am short but tenacious.
5. Didn't he use to play drums in Spinal 
Tap?

1. Essi Kulju
2. Originally I'm from Pyhäjärvi, but I 
lived in Kajaani for three  years just before 
 moving to Oulu.
3. Water, it's simple enough to remember.
4. My best quality is that I'm good company 
when I'm in a good mood,  and the worst 
quality is that when I'm in a bad mood I 
make sure that  everyone feels just as bad. 
5. I have a weird image in my mind right 
now.
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1. Riku Suomela
2. I´m from Oulu
3. My favourite molecule is Penguinone 
 because penguins are awesome!
4. My best quality is my general greatness 
and awesomeness and my worst quality is 
smoking :<
5. 8====D

1. My name is Joonas Mustajärvi
2.I'm from Evijärvi, Etelä-Pohjanmaa 
(Western Finland)
3.My favourite molecule is 
C169723H270464N45688O52243S912 and it's my top 
favourite protein
4.Best qualities: I'm pretty qood at writing 
self-presentation
Worst qualities: ...?...What was the  question 
again?
5.Penix bird... Was that the bird which was 
said to rebirth from asses?
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1. Minna Juntunen
2. I'm from Puolanka which is about 120 km 
away from Oulu. 
3. I've heard that H2 is quite important a 
molecule. Back to basics.
4. My absolutele best quality is my ability of 
ear-wiggling. My worst quality is that I can't 
touch my nose with my tongue. 
5. Never heard of it but it sounds like penis. 
As a woman, everything close to penis has 
to mean something nice. 

1. My name is Iita.
2. I'm from Kuusamo
3. My favourite molecule is ethanol because 
how it affects myself (and I really don't 
know that many molecules..)
4. My best quality is that I try not to judge 
people without knowing them. The worst is 
that I give up too easily.
5. Nothing.
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1. Tuomas Suni
2. Kalajoki
3. Mesoporous silica, because it is the  largest 
molecule and large is always better.
4. My best quality is the beautiful sparkle in 
my eyes and my worst quality is my raging 
narcissism.
5. The Penix bird was the only thing that 
kept me sane and gave hope to me when I 
was fighting in the trenches of Verdun in 
the WWI as a young lad.

1. I’m Susanna. Hellou.
2. I’m from Ii. It’s a small town, about 40 km 
north of Oulu. It’s near enough to go home 
to eat my mum’s cookings if I get hungry 
and there’s nothing in the fridge. That’s how 
good my mum’s food is, and how lazy I am.
3. My favorite molecule is Vinculin <3 Vin-
cu-vincu-vinculin.
4. That’s a hard one. I hope my best  quality is 
my imagination. I might surprise you with 
some made-up words and some  seriously 
vague trail of thoughts. My worst quality is 
pessimism :[ I hope it wasn't. It must be ge-
netic.
5.  …? A typo?
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1. Jukka Tuomi
2. Helsinki
3. Dopamine, I just like it.
4. I can accomplish a lot when I'm not lazy.
5. A bird that is on fire.

1. My name is Elli Heikkilä
2. I am from a small town named Kannus, 
about 200 kilometers south from Oulu.
3. My favourite molecule is water, because it 
was the first one that I learned to draw and 
remember.
4. How would I know what are my best 
or worst qualities? Honestly, I can't think 
of anything. If you know, would do mind 
 telling me too?
5. ...Penix-bird? Seriously, is that the best 
you came up with?
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Higher ground
What a beautiful morning! :) #superfood #superday #supreme #supersuper

Do you know what is the best way to start the morning? *Drumroll* Smoothie! I have learned 
my new habit of morning smoothies.  To a smoothie I add all these extraordinary nutrient-rich 
 ingredients like maca, lucuma, spirulina, chlorella, AFA, raw cocoa and bee pollen. Doesn’t that 
already sound like the healthiest thing ever? Yeah, it does. I know!

Before I was moody, anxious, depressed, overweight and was overall drowsy all the time. Then I 
read this article about Finnish superfood guru Jaakko Halmetoja, who is a superfood pioneer in 
Finland and I decided to give it a try. Now I’m SUPER motivated, SUPER fast, SUPER sharp…
everything is SUPER! I just have to use capslock because that is how I feel. And I can only thank 
Jaakko Halmetoja for this.

Superfoods are grown in their natural genetic origin and they have been used in ancient  civilisations 
as medicines and to boost physical, neuronal and sexual performance. Let’s take maca for  example. 
Maca is an adaptogen that has been used to boost the physical performance of soldiers before 
 battle. Now you can do the same in everyday life! Isn’t that cool? Maca is full of amino acids, 
 minerals and vitamins. It enhances your hormonal system and neurotransmitter production. It 
also helps with PMS and it has been proven in animal testing that maca makes you horny. I once 
tried maca overdose and well…let my partner tell you about that. ;)

This is only one example of my superfood road. If you doubt it, test it yourself! Me and Jaakko 
promise you won’t be disappointed.

Superfoods give us power energy, balances brain chemistry, supports cellular re-mineralization, 
 alkalisation, cleansing and detoxification and fills us with antioxidants. If that’s not a SUPER 
THING, I don’t know what is. Sorry.

Next I will do my refreshing, tasty SUPER morning smoothie and head to work SUPER fast.

© xkcd (2013)
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...thoughts of an anynymous biochemist

Down Below
…What is this again. #evolutiondoesntwork

Superfood? Are you serious? When someone celebrates his/her “omg superfood life x)” I get a little 
nauseous. Basically, “superfood” is same kind of marketing trick that “organic food” is. Superfood 
marketing is disgusting. There is always this “if you don't eat this, you will be like this” mantra. And 
it works. Bad for human race.

A fucking carrot contains amino acids. So does your mom. Why they always emphasize how many 
different things there is in superfoods? Then it's always clearly pointed out how far and exotic 
this super expensive piece of root is. It has been studied that people assume exotic foodstuffs are 
healthier and purer and overall better than our normal everyday food.  No studies show superfoods 
make you superhuman. You are just human who eats weird things like algae.

Let me guess. Superfood consumers are wether fat smokers who love to “enjoy life” and think that 
now when they eat superfood and overconsume vitamin D they are healthy OR people that over-
control their own diet and exercise rhytm because they need that sense of control to their life.

Next up I will go and make myself an evening smoothie, and yes, I will add some maca there. I 
decided to give it a try and I think I might buy another package of maca after this first one. I'm only 
a human. A weak human who is not proud of himself.

PS.  Too many ads on YouTube nowadays! Don't they understand no one is watching them. Stop 
bullying me, world.

©
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University is 
like an onion

What is an university anyway? 
More than just a grey (or 
very colorful) building for 
sure. It's an institution, a 

collection of individual people right from 
the proud rector to that nice cleaning lady 
that flashes her smile for me every now and 
then. The people are the university.  Students 
and staff, both organized into guilds and 
communities with people with similar goals 
and interests. Sometimes those  interests 
don't meet. Students want to get their 
 degree. The staff wants to get their next 
 paycheck and prestige among their peers. 
The system of university education has been 
built to meet the goals of both students and 
staff. However, no system is perfect.

Society has created the system to 
 benefit everyone. Graduated students be-
come  productive (and smart) members of 

the  society and the staff creates science and 
new innovations. That's how it works on 
paper only. Sometimes the students don't 
 graduate. Sometimes new science doesn't 
breed new innovations. Time and money 
is wasted, but that is the price we pay for 
trending the unknown. 
For some time now, some elements of the 
society have started to question the price 
of such slow progress. They have begun 
promoting student fees and ”focusing” the 
resources to single university in order to 
spawn a new innovation that would help 
creating the new Nokia or something. 

By default, the interests of the 
 students' guilds' and staffs' communities 
do not conflict. However, some individuals 
might have different goals. Sometimes the 
student might not want to graduate from 
his/her chosen major and sometimes the 

It has many layers and it makes you cry
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staff member might want to promote his 
own work in the expenses of students. In 
the cases like these, the students waste the 
time and resources of the staff who provide 
the education and likewise the staff might 
try to squeeze the last drops of enthusiasm 
to his/her projects. Both case-scenarios are 
too  familiar in the fields of natural sciences. 

Sometimes people have feuds (in the 
lack of a better word) with each other for 
 purely personal reasons. These relatively 
small conflicts can turn into huge guild-
to-guild feuds if left unchecked. Likewise 
the staff might start some problems with 
each other that can create some ill working 
 environment. In the situations like these, 
it is best to try to solve the problems with 
words, before they have a chance to escalate 
out of control. 

University is an institution with many 
layers. It's impossible to explain the whole 
system to its fullest detail in this meager tiny 
article. However, when we focus our daily 
lives on our personal goals and  problems, 
we often forget the bigger picture, the grand 
scale, the whole cake. It is a good idea to 
reflect our own lives within the institution 
and try to work as a whole. After all, we, as 
a university, are more than the sum of our 
parts.

(These thoughts are simply some machi-
nations of a single student that might have 
loosed a few screws in his head along his 
studies. They do not present the offical stand 
of LAL, the Finnish Union of Expert in 
 Science.)

Heikki Hartikka 
a gentleman scolar
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Biotin
The carboxylation coenzymE

Biotin (Vitamin B7, Vitamin H, coenzyme 
R or 5-[(3aS,4S,6aR)-2-oxohexahydro-1H-
thieno[3,4-d]imidazol-4-yl]pentanoic acid) is 
a water-soluble coenzyme found in several car-
boxylases and sometimes in histones. Its molec-
ular formula is C10H16N2O3S and  average molec-
ular mass is 244,31064 g mol-1. Biotin contains 
three (3) asymmetric carbons, and only the D-
(+)-enantiomer is biologically  active (Fig. 1). 
Biotin contains three (3) hydrogen bond donors 
as well as four (4) hydrogen bond acceptors. The 
double ring structure is a fusion of tetrahydro-
imidizalone and tetrahydrothiophene, both of 
which are five-membered, non-aromatic rings 
that contain heteroatoms.1,2

The biosynthesis of biotin in bacteria is 
 performed in a relatively simple process: 
 7-amino-8-pelargonic acid synthase adds 
 alanine to the CoA-terminus of  pimeloyl-CoA, 
an activated form of pimelic acid, to  produce 
7-amino-8-pelargonic acid. The process  releases 
CO2. After this,  7,8-diamonipelargonic acid 
synthase uses S-adenosylmethionine  unusually 
as an amino group donor to  exchange the 
8-keto group to an amino group and so-forth 
produces 7,8-diamonipelargonic acid. Next, 
the imidizalone ring structure is formed by 
 dethiobiotinsynthase in a reaction driven by 
ATP hydrolysis, where the two amino groups are 
linked together by a ketone linkage using CO2. 
At this stage, the product is called dethiobiotin, 
and finally the thiophene ring structure can be 
generated by biotinsynthase in a reaction that 
requires the addition of a sulphur atom from an 

Fe-S cluster. The final product is biotin.3,4

Biotin-dependent carboxylases contain a 
 biocytin, a covalent lysine-linked  biotin  moiety, 
which allows them to perform  successful 
 substrate carboxylation events. The  enzymes 
are wide-spread over all taxa and harbor 
 crucial roles in the metabolism of amino  acids, 
 carbohydrates and fatty acids as well as other 
 biological  functions. These  carboxylases  consist 
of two separate components: the  biocytin 
 itself is located in the biotin carboxyl carrier 
 protein, where the biotin moiety is  carboxylated 
and transferred to the  carboxyltransferase 
 component. Here, the  carboxyl group from 
 carboxybiotin is then transferred to the 
 substrate. The two components can either be 
 individual domains in a single protein or sepa-
rate subunits in an oligomeric protein  complex. 
In addition to the discussed carboxylases, 
 relatively new studies have demonstrated that 
histones also undergo biotinylation. The bio-
logical relevance of histone biotinylation is not 
completely understood, although it might play 
a role in response to cell proliferation, gene 
silencing as well as in the cellular response 
to DNA damage. Also, the degree and rate of 
 histone biotinylation appears to vary at  different 
cell cycle phases.2,5,6

The covalent attachment of biotin to proteins 
is called biotinylation. The process in vivo 
is  enzyme-catalyzed by a holocarboxylase 
 synthase, which attaches the free  carboxylate 
group of biotin to a lysine residue to form a 
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biocytin residue. In a similar manner, when 
 biotinylated proteins are degraded, the  biocytin 
moieties are cleaved by biotinidase in  reactions 
which then release free biotin for re-use. In 
 dietary uptake, biotinidase cleaves biotin from 
ingested proteins and peptides. Both the holo-
carboxylase synthase and biotinidase genes 
are susceptible to mutations that can cause 
a  functional deficiency in either protein. A 
loss-of-function mutation in  holocarboxylase 
synthase retards or prevents biotinylation 
completely, which prevents the function of 
 biotinylated carboxylases and can disrupt  vital 
cellular  functions. A mutation in  biotinidase 
prevents biotin recycling as well as biotin 
 extraction from diet, which again prevents the 
activation of carboxylases that require biotin as 
a coenzyme. However, due to the natural flora 
of bacteria that produce excess biotin in the 
intestine, actual cases of biotin-deficiency are 
rare.7,8

Biotin is a very useful tool in  biochemistry and 
biotechnology. Proteins can be  biotinylated 
for affinity chromatography and  pull-down 
assays, where the ultrahigh affinity of  biotin 
for  streptavidin or avidin is exploited. 
 Biotin-conjugated antibodies are often used in 
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) 
for visualization purposes using  streptavidin 
conjugated reporter molecules. Again, the 
high affinity of biotin to streptavidin allows 
the  visualization of very small quantities of 
 antigen.9,10

Biotin is marketed as a dietary supplement to 
strengthen nails and hair as well as to reduce 
hair loss. The actual function of biotin in this 
context has not been systematically  investigated, 
ergo, the scientific evidence supporting the 
 benefits of biotin is weak.

A.R.
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Fig. 1. Chemical structure of biotin.
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21/3-19/4 Knock-out
Unexplained laboratory accident and coming back 
from death’s door will make you realize the sanctity 
and beauty of life. You slowly become attached to 
your cultures and the bacterial genocide no longer 
feels the same.

20/4-20/5 Centrifuge
Seven weeks of bad luck with exams will haunt you 
because you fell asleep on a biology seminar. Your 
alarm clock won’t wake you up on exam mornings 
and you will forget to sign up for exams. Consider 
 hibernation for seven weeks.

21/5-21/6 Duplicate sample
This month is good for applying for research grants, 
but don’t overdo it. No one wants to hear how your 
yeast c ultures are as sexy as a Russian office lady or as 
moist as raw bread.

22/6-22/7 HeLa -cell
You are bitten by radioactive Drosophila – As a 
 consequence you lose eyesight from one of your eyes 
and feeling from your other leg. Luckily, the Darwin 
award is almost as great of an honor as the Nobel 
Prize.

The Labroscope
Semester 2013-2014
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23/7-22/8 Rage of the laboratory 
 assistant
Beware of dangerous liquids during this semester. 
Even your daily cup of coffee will prove fatal unless you 
check that it is made in water, not in methanol. You 
have been warned.

23/8-22/9 Control sample
You will find the love of your life (or the love of this 
 semester) in the laboratory practises of organic 
 chemistry. Concentrate on your newfound love and 
 ignore the  unpleasant remarks of your peers – even 
though he/she carries syphilis.

23/9-22/10 Scales
Your colleagues decide to play a practical joke on you, 
due to which your lower body becomes paralyzed. On 
the positive note, you will find a lot of new friends 
among the laboratory animals.

23/10-21/11 Injection needle
You will realize how a shitty idea it is to try to  combine 
 education and leisure-time in laboratory practices. 
 Although running centrifuges unbalanced is fun at 
first, you will have to hide from the angry assistants for 
the rest of the term.
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22/11-21/12 X-ray crystallography
You manage to find your true love, but beware. Don’t 
let him/her know that you plagiarized their articles in 
your own  publications or you run the risk of losing 
your love bird.

22/12-19/1 Contamination
Taking daily dips in the radioactive liquid waste well 
wasn’t such a great idea after all –Your skin has turned 
to purple and started to grow mold. Luckily you can 
always remain in your office unseen.

20/1-18/2 HPLC
It is proven again that you work most efficiently 
 during the night hours. Take advantage of the kaamos 
and finish all your unfinished essays, homework and 
articles – Dark  under-eye circles are the sign of a 
 winner.

19/2-20/3 Danio rerio
You notice, that your new PhD student and the 
 assistant of your  neighbouring research group have 
had some quality time together in close vicinity of 
your samples...Your results aren’t that  trustworthy 
 anymore, but the yield of protein has increased 
 substantially.

K.J.
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Every patch is sure to match! 
Gotta catch them all! Histoni’s 
overall patches now 2,5 e/piece! 
Patches can be bought from the Histoni guild room.
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